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i . Introduction

In a remarkable paper on the mtion of pendulums
Stokes showed that the expression for t1e force on a
sphere oscillating in ai unlimited viscous fluid con-
sists of two ternis, one iiivolving the acceleration of
(lie sphere and t lie ot lier tue velocity [1] 2 Further-
iore, the inertia coeflicient involved in the accelera-
on tena is mo(lifie(l because of viscosity and,

indeed, is augmented over the theoretical value valid
for irrotational flow. The drag coefficient associated
vitli the velíity term is modified because of the

acceTeration, a ad its vailue is greater t han it would
&thejiliie were inovilig with a constant veIok.
Sulisequent'to Stokes' siulics, the forces ou a spTliere
moving in a viscous fluid in ari arbitrary manner
were investigated by Boussinesq a ¡1(1 also by Basset
[2, 3]. They found that the force experienced by a
s here at a. riven time dc wiids in reneral, on the
entire history o its HcCC ciation as well as t ie instan-
taneous_velocity and acceleration. As an example,
iîa sphereis accelera teT, say with a constant accel-
eration, from a position of iest t.o a finite velocity
and is then kept at this velocity, the force (luring
the initial instants of uniform velocity differs from
the force occurring at a later time. Rayleigh has
given the formula for the force for this case [4]. The
force expression of Boussinesq-Bassct contains three
terms, one of which is in the form of an integra!
involving the history of acceleration. If the integral

evaluated when the acceleration is represented by
sinusoidal function it then yields the modifications

of the inertia and drag coelhicients in Stokes' formula.
One expects quantitatively different results when

the oscillating velocities are large and the flow
turbulent. As yet a theoretical analysis of the
problem is difficult and much of the desired mforma-
tion must be obtained experimentally. In this
respect the experimental studies have been dealt
with variously. One method is due to McNown
and Wolf [5], who considered the force on a two-
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dimensional object immersed in a flow as made up
of three parts:

F= Ap d(kU) +pzlS+ UDpU!UI, (1)

where F is the force per unii, length in the direction
of flow. x; U tine velocity at points far removed from
the object; p, the x-comnponent of the ambient
pressure in the absence of the body; dS, au element
of flic surface area; C, the coefficient of drag; and
k, the virtual mass coefficient. nue dimension of the
body normal to the flow is D. and l is a circular
nua, i1o=rD2/4, to which (lie added mess is referred.
If A is the cross-sectional tuca of tue body, A=rA0,
r being a ratio, them

p2dS=prilo
LIt'

and finally

F A0p [d(kU) +r]+ caDpUU.

In tItis approach tite variability of the mass co-
efficient, k, is implie(l. Cf}15 introducing a new
coefficient k' sudi that

k'=±(kU)
dt dt

and putting o

G,,t= (k'+r),

there is obtained from eq (1),the expression

F=OmpAo GdDpUjU, (4)

which in fact constitutes a second approach utilized
first by Morison and coinvestigators [n, 7]. The
form of time expression is in agreement with the
Stokes formula for force on a sphere oscillating in a
viscous medium. In a general sense one may still
regard Cm as a kind of mass or inertia coefficient.
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Förces on Cylinders and Plates in an Oscillating Fluid'
Garbis H. Keulegcin and Lloyd H. Carpenter

Thc inert ¡a nid drag coefficients of cylinders and plates in simple sin isoichui eu rreti ts
are iìvetigated. i'he inidscf ion of a rectangular hui, with standing waves surging in it s
scicctcd as the locale nf current s. The cylinders and plates are fixed horizont ally and bciuw
tite water surface. Tite average values of the inertia and drag coefficients over a wave cycle
show variations wlicit I he intensity of the current and the size of the cylinders or plates arc
changed. These variations, however, can be correlated with the period par;imcier U,,, T/D, 2 X
where Um is the njaxitn,I,u intensity of the sinusoidal current, T is the period of tite wave
and 1) is the diameter of the cylinder or the width of the plate. For tite cylinders U,,,T/D
eqi ahug 15 is a critical condii ion yielding the lowest valut of the inertia coefficient tind the
largest value of tite drag coefficient. For the plates tite higher values of the drag coefficient
are associai ed with the smaller values of UmT/D and the higher values of tite mass coefficient,
with the larger values of Um T/1). Tite variation of the coefficients with the phase of the
wave is examined and the bearing of this OIL the formula for the forces is discussed. The flow
patterns around the cylinders and plates are examined photographically, and a suggestion is
advanced as to the physical meaning of the parameter UmT/D.
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A thuud nppioarlì wns ploposed l)y Iveisen aìil
Baletit, vhìo considered flic force on tin accelerated
(lisk iiovi1tg ill Oil(' direction [S]. Brielly,

F= CPDU2, (5)
where

¡DU D (lU
p

1ehn lins (OlÌSi(I('1'C(j the case of accelera t cd cvlijidcrs
E 9] 1111(1 Buigi iu icflo t lia t of ac('c]cratod spheres [JO],
all notions liciiig iii one direction. ITere tite resort
is to a single coeulicieiit G aiìd atten)1)ts to separate
the effects of accek'ratioii and viscosity ii:ve not
heeii sliowit to be successful. Aecoi'dingly, the
adoption of this method can have a meaning only
for inonoto flic Inotiolis su bj ecL to defini te linñ tations
as to initial and final conditions.

For oscilhutory motions, although tite forces are
more accurately described either using eq (2) or
eq (4), the latter might he prefcrrc(.1 J)iovidcd the
coeíiicients G and C, could be predicted vit1i some
precision. flie application of the expression to
vertical piling and large submerged objects by ileici
ftfl(t Bretscliiieider stresses tite necessity of having
these coefficients better cletcrmine(l [1 1].

On the basis of irrotational flow around the cyl-
ili(ICF, 0m should equal 2, and one may suppose that
tue value of Gd should be identical with that appli-
cattle to a constant velocity. \Ioiison and coinvesti-
gators have obtained the values of G flTl(1 Gm in
particular cases b considering lite observed forces
iii the phases of tite wave cycle where U or ¿U/dl
vanishes. Such determinations show considerable
variations of G,,. froiii the theoretical value and of
G, from the steady state value at the corresponding
Reynolds number. Dealing with field stlI(hcs at
Caplen, Texas, R. O. Reid found similar variations
in CÇ,. and G, [12]. The variations itì tite coefficients,
however, have not yet been correlated with any
appropriate parameter.

The present investigation was undertaken with the
following two objectives in mind. rflle first was in
regard to a supplementary function that could
bC introduced in eq (4) for a truer representation of
force w-lien considering the coeíflcients Gm and G, as
being constant throughout a given wave cycle. The
necessity for the term R is associated with tite
eventuality that the point values of G,,. and Gd
deviate from their average values. The secoiid
objective was to examine the possibility of correlating
tite average values of Gm and Gd with a parameter
Um T/D, where U,,. is the amplitude of the harmoni-
cally varying velocity, T is the period of the oscilla-
tions, and D is time diameter of a cylinder or the
breadth of a rectangular plate. Tite mid-cross
section of a large rectangular vessel with standing
waves surging in it was chosen as the field of harmnoni-
cally varying current. The cylinders and plates were
held fixed horizontally, totally submerged in water
and extending from one side of the vessel to the other
to approximate as closely as possible the condition
of infinite length.

2. Fluid Forces on an Immersed Body at
Rest in a Moving Liquid

it would be instructive to consider tire TltOInenl,ujn
e(ivaf ions discussed by Muritaghman for tite evaluation
of force ori objects immersed in a perfect liquid [i:J.
The trietimod, however, is now generalized to apply
lo inìperfeet liquids.

Consider the case of two-dimensional flow with x
horizontal and z vertical. The equation of motion
in the x-direction is

/òu òu òu\
òr òz (6)

where u and w are the velocity components along
the axes x arid z, p the density of the liquid, Pxx the
imormal stress on an elementary surface perpendicular
to r, and p the tangential stress on an elementary
surface normal to z, the stress being in tite direction
of s. Because of the incompressibility of the liquid,

òu òw
òx+òz O

and eq (2) becomes

òupp ( U+- uw)=Z?m+
òx òx

Take tite immersed cylindrical body of surface S,
as in figure 1, arid draw a surface S' of arbitrary shape
winch encloses the cylinder. Let w he the region
bounded liv Sand S' and latid'n the direction, cosines
of t lie normal drawn inward into the regioni. Inte-
grating eq (S) throughout w, and in this making use of
Green's Theoremni, one finds

Pf/wPfU(lU+flW)dS_Pfu(lu+nw)dS'=

f(lPzx+flPzz)dS_f(1Pxx+flP)dS'.

I,

(ii

Fia tilE 1. Notation diagram for force analysis.



Over the surface S of (lie muueised body iu+nw Vari-
ishes because flic body is at rest. Also

1', (hilt is, flic x-componciìt of the force ex-
erted on the solid by the moving liquid. It may be
assumed that if S' is i'eiiìoved sufficiently from the
both- the tangential stress p on S' vanishes and the
normal stress p reduces to the hydrostatic pressurep. Solving for F,

F= _Pf (f''+ PfU(lU+nw)dS'+f lpdS'. (10)

The later relation may be given in another form,
suitable for the present purpose. Select the bound-
ing surface S' as the rectangular strip shown in
figure 1. The plane S to the left of the cylinder
passes through ti e point x= x1 and the plane S tothe right passes through x=x1. Denoting the hori-
zontal velocity components at the points P1 nnd P2
with the common elevation z by u1 and '2, and the
pressures by- Pi and P2, eq (10) now reduces to

F= -f dw+f' (u?u)dz1 +f p' p2)dz1,

(11)

which is the momentum equation of familiar form.
This may he specialized to evaluate the force on acircular cylinder when the motion is irrotatiorial.

Letting U be the undisturbed velocity and referring
to Lamb [14],

a2
cos 28]

sin 28

pdU/ a2\. i-=- r+) sin 8 (u2+w2)

where a is the radius of the cylinder, r is radial dis-
tance, and O is the angle between a radius vector and
the vertical line x=0 passing through the center of

Icylinder.
Clearly, u1=u2 and the momentum

ation, eq (11), reduces to

F1= f 1i+f(pi_p2)dzi. (13)w
[utroducing the values of u and p from eq (12), and
)Initting the straightforward but somewhat lengthy
waluations, the result is

dUF12ir -- a2p,

r in terms of the diameter D of the cylinder
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(12)

L' pirT)2 1UiCmTj
V]IeIC (7m2.

Next, suppose that flic undisturbed velocity is con-
stant and (hut the body experiences a drag. With the
liquid ctcnding to infinity and ignoring the variation
of I)resSures from the shedding eddies, or, more prop-
erly, assuming that the surfaces 8 and S are far
removed froni flic cylinder, PI=P2, and eq (ii) re-
(luces to

(15)

The velocity u1=U, and u2=mU, where m is de-
pendent on z1/D and on Reynolds number UD/y.
Thus,

(14)

Ca2f(1_m2)d
$.

It, :1 PP(a1S that in ordinary casos where the flow
departs from irrotatioiiljty and becomes urist cacly
and eddviri, eq (i I ) is still flic basis for evaluating
the force. SiIle( the first and third integrals niay be
associai ('(h. vitli acceleration and the second vith(Irag. l'huit is, the coefficients C,,, and C are de-
rive(l fiota eq (13) and (15) providsl the velocities
nial l)I0sSI.u!es car-i be giVen. 'flic fuNe of the state-
fieri t is only ilca(lCflIiC, since iii tIte flows involving
separat ion t'ud intermittent eddy formation the
pressures arid velocities arc not known auch the
integrations itt eq (11), at present, cannot be carriedout. N everilueless, experience suggests that eq
(4) remains useful at least for sinusoidal motions, if
allowance can be made for the variations in C,,and Cd.

I-lad one carried out the integrations in eq (11)
for an extended plate using the known velocity ex-
pressions derived from the Kirchoff solution for the
impact on a lamina, definite values for Cm and Cwould have resulted. This would have shown in
principle the existence of a relation between Gm
and Cd in the absence of eddy formation. In the
Kirchofï solution the wake is of infinite length andthis is entise for concern. McNown overcomes this
difficulty by considering the case of a closed wake
as between two plates and finds a relation between
k and Gd or between Gm and 0d [15]. This result is
very significant as it points to the path to be fol-
lowed in analytical approaches taking into account
also the effect of the eddy processes. With cylinders
the chuuiging separation seats are a cause of added
difficulty.

T\Ieanwhule, the tasks of the experimental investi-gations become more necessary. Not only are the
needs of flic applied arts to be fulfilled, but also
there must be clarification as regards the flow pro-
cesses during unsteady flows.

ti

u i

u

Fi=CdpD (16)

where
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3. Cylinder in a Field of Sinusoidal Motion

Forces oli n evlitider admit a n easier representation
when the undisturbed portion of the flow, infimiit e
in extent, is varying hannomiically. Let the velocity
he given by

U=U,,,cosoi, (17)

where Um is the SeflhiluÌiJ)litUdC of the current, T
hie period of the alternations, and o=27r/T. The
force on the cylinder per unit length F is in general

l'=J(t, T, U,,,,D,p,v). (IS)

Grouping the variables on the basis of dimensional
reasoning

F ¡'t LTmT UmD\
pUm2D=\T' D ' y )'

or introducing
0=27rt/T, () (19)

F / UmT UmD
D ' y

(20)

where UD/v is a Reviiolds number and TjmT/D
will be termed the ''period parameter.'' Bearing
in mind that F is periodic, and that because of flow
symmetry

F(0)= F(8+ir),
ve have

PUDA1 sin 0+A3 sin 30+A5 sin 50+.

+B1 cos 0+B cos 30+115 (OS 50+ . . . . (21)

Here the coeflicients 111,113 ..., amI(l B, 113 . . . aie
independent of 0, and are at most functions of
U,7'/D and U,D/v. A simrt method of approach
iii the analysis of the observed force curve is to re
sort to a Fourier analysis to determine the coefli-
cients A1 . . . B1 .

ire/o P

i "2FF sin nO
U,W

do

and
1 ' F cos nOB= UW do.
7rj0 p

Once the coefficients are obtained, their dependence
On UmT/D and UmD/P may be established, provided
the observational data are of sufficient iiumher and of
large extent.

The above general and fundamental relation, eq
(21), may be reconciled with eq (4), which is the forni
which M.orison and coinvestigators Reid, Bret-
schneider and others, have adopted in their numerous
studies. Introducing U from eq (17) into eq (4)

irC .O tI
0 0 24

P1J,D m Sill COS COS
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By time rule of Fourier

('2'r
I cos olcos 0 cos nOdO

./0cos Ocos 0==

=ao+aj cos O+a2 cos 20+a3 cos 30+.
where

a,,=0 for n even,

!± 8a=(-1) 2 fornodd,n(n2-4)ir

8 8 8a1=, a3=-- a5=-
37r loir lOöir

Introducing this in eq (21), and writing

B=B3 B1
a1

B=B5 B1
a1

one has

PUDAI sin 0-FA3 sin 30+A5 sin 50+

-I-Bn cos 0! cos 0+B cos 3O+B cos 50+

Now eq (24) and (27) may be compared. One can
write

r Di
A1+A

sin 30 sin 59
+A5

Um sitiO sinO
and

B B' cos 30 B cos 50
cos O! cos O ! cos o! cos 0+

or

UmT
[A1+A3+A5+2(A3ait) D

+A5) cos 20+2A5 cos 40+ . . .] (28)
and

2 [2(BB)+4(BB) cos 20G(0)-2B+1
cosO!

4B cos 40+ . . .1. (29)

Thus if A3, A5, and B, B vanish, the coefficients
of mass and drag remain constant for all the phases

n=O

so

2,T

cos2 nodo
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in the wave cycle and

Itì tile event that these coefficients vary with the
phase O of the wave cycle, the values given by eq
(30) and (31) are in a sense the weighted averages

C1 I Cm(0) alU2 Odo
1rJ0

and'
P2r

Cd=+ I Ce(o) cos ej cos2 ode. (33)
4Jo

With the above possibilities in mind, it is prefer-
able to adopt the expressions

F sinO+13 cos O cos 0j+R (34)

or
F ir Lhr. C,,C'mTr sin 0--- cos Ojcos 0+R, (34a)

where A1, B, Cm, and cd are constant, and R lias
the value

R=A3 Sill 30+115 Sin 5O+J3 cos 30+13 COS 50. (:35)

The function 1? will be referred lo as the remamder
function, end thieii i Iii remainder function is ob-
tained h slll)t.raeting the computed values of A1
sinO and B Icos O cos O horn the observed F/pU,D.
The, remainder thus obtained niiiy be examined in
regard to its Fourier structure alill also as to its
magnitude.

4. Characteristics of the Experimental
Waves

The region under the nodal area of a si ending wave
that may be realized iñ a rectangular vessel furnishes
a velocity field of simple harmonic motion in the
velocity component U. This circumstance is not
seriously modified even when the surges aie moder-
ately high.

Taking the x-axis in the plane surface of the un-
disturbed water, the z-axis vertical and upwards and
the origin at one end of the basin, (sec fig. 2), the
surf ace elevation as reckoned from the undisturbed
level, according to the second-approximation theory,
from Miche 16], is

akh=acos kx slnct+aTNlcos 2kx-

aka--N2 cos 2kx cos 2at, (36)

where

and

COSI) 2kHN1.smb 2k11

cosli2 k]? (coshì 2k11+2)
N2==

2smnh kllsuihkH

Here k=ir/L, L being the length of the basin; o=
2ir/T, T being the period of oscillation; II the (lepih
of water; and a the semiwave height, that is, the
mean value of the extreme end deflections in a cycle.
The expression for the periodE is the same as iii the
first-approxunation theory, that is,

o'2=gk tanh ¡cli. (37)

Focusing attention on the basin end x=0, tire surface
displacement is

/=asint+aNiaN2 cos 2ut; x=0. (38)

Tlìus, the maximum elevation, occurring at t=ir/2, is

h1= a+a'[Ni+N2],

and the maximum depression, at t=3ir/2o, is

h2=a+a[Ni+N2].

l'ue ratio of the elevai ion to the depression is

Hic

<1 +llc[Ni+N21)/(1- [N1+N2]), (40)

amid accordingly its value increases with wave height.
rflìe surface configuration for t=0 is

X

L

FIGURE 2. Notation diagram for wave profile.

(39)

2 UmT _2 Um7'12'F5111 0(10
(30)Cm D pUD

and
: P27 1' ,..

(31)(Yd2B1=J

t=0. (41)li=a[N1N2 cos 2k.rJ,



and, thus

2(T0T1)
T

By definition

T= + Ti - TO,

and in view of eq (43)

lo
Tzz4-2ro

2T 2UT0

T ir

T1+T0= T,
and

2(7'5 T1) 4Uro
T Thr

Introducing the value of UTO from eq (42)

2(T0T1) ¡cHa H3k0/a\3(N2--N1) -(N2--N1)2N2

(44)
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If 111e itìstniut when the upsurging wave at the end,
x=O, reaches the level of the undisturbed ale, is
ohseived , this then deteririiiies the instant 1= T
Since 4r0= T0 T1, tIte value of r0 may 1)0 obtained
from the time durations that the water surface is
Iwlow or above tite still level. If on the olÁicr hand
these ohservations have not been made, thicti r0 must
be obtained from eq (42), introducing in it the wave
height a of the observed surge defiections.

The expressions for the particle velocities \vithiiri
the order of the approximations considered are front
Miche [16],

gakcoshk(z+H)u= sm kx cos Ut
U cosh kH

3 qa2k cosh 2k(z+H) sm 2kx sin 2Ut (45)
4 ç smb2 IcH smb 2kH

and

,jak sinli k(z+H)
cos kx CO5 UtcoshkH

+ a2k2
sinh 2k(z-l-H)

U smb2 ¡cH smb 2k/i CO5 2kx sin 2Ut. (46)

At tite vertical plane through the midsection of tite
basin, that is, at tlj.e plane x=L/2 or kx=ir/2, the
velocities are

gaic coshk (z+iI)
COS utu =

u cosh ¡cH (47)

w= - a2k
si,nh 2k(z -f-H)

4 U sinh2 kH sinh 2kH sin 2ut. (48)

Thus at the cita iiiiel midsection, tite horizon I ti
coimiponient of thie particle velocities is simple
iuìrnnouuic. The vertical component is also simple
liaritiortic except that tile frequency is twice as
large. TIte effect of vertical velocity decreases with
wave height. It is further reduced by lowering tIte
object in the basin. Denoting the position of the
object in tile basin by z1 anti putting

u _gakcoshk(z1-f-H)
u coshkll '

the velocity components are

U=UmCOSUt . (50)
and

(49)

w__kHsmnhk+ UmSjfl 2ut. (51)- sinh3 kH H

It is inferred that w becomes less significant when
kí-I is larger than 0.9. This limits the length of tite.
basin for a given depth of water. For studies of
wave forces in basins of greater length or with water
of less depth tite present theory proves inailequiate.

Ali the experiments discussed subsequently were
made in a basin of length L=242 cm arid water

basin onu depressions at tue ends. As a result, tho
l'liis represents u positive 1111ml) at the center of the

duration of time that the surface of tue w-al er al one
end of t he basin is found to im above tue un(listurl)eds level is shorter than the duration that it is be]ow.
This mat ter has a'bearin on the manner of fixing the
reference time of the force cycles studied, and requires
furtlìe.r discussion.

At a snuill positive t une i= r0, tue elevaI ion h is
uil, and this is the time when lue wave in its upwarl
stirie reaches the undisturbed level.

Since o'r0 is a small angle, sin o.r0=or0, and from
eq (38)

UTO= (N2_N1)-_(N2-_N1)2N2.ak i
(42)

At a later time, t=T/2+Ti, once more h=O. This is.
the time when the wave in its downward surge reaches
the undisturbed level. Since ur1 is also a small angle,
Sfl Ur1=UT, and from eq (38)

¿rri(NiN2)

and, thus,

s (43)

Let T1 denote the duration of time that tue surface
of the water at the end of the basin, xO, is above
the undisturbed level, and T0 the duration below the
same level. Accordingly,
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depth 11=70 cm. The Ol)jt'CtS, cyItll(krs or plates,
were placed 25 Cii! l)c'lOW (ho \V1Lt(L surface, that is

= 25 Ciii ill the niulset.jn l)laL1O x= 121 cm.
For this condition. llk= 0.90S, N1 = 1.054, and

N2=l.322. Fi-orn eq (40), the ratio of enti deflectioris
reduces to

h1 1+0.993 o/II
h2 l-0.993 a/H

Tite graph of this equal ion is shown in figure 3, and
values from observation are given by circles. The
agreement between theory and observation is satis-
factory for a/Ii less than 0.3. With this restriction
in mind, the value of the sciniwave height a may be
inferred from (39), that is,

=l+0.993 a/II. (53)

During the tests the elevation h1 was most easily
observed.

From eq (49) the relation between the current semi-
amplitude and the wave height, in cgs units, is

Um=3.43 a. (54)

At z the horizontal velocity is not uniform in the
vertical direction. In the absence of a cylinder,
with z measured u centimeters,

.L '1Um 00068Um dz

Thus, if Um be the difference in the iliaximiim
velocities at two points diffcring in elevation by D,
titen

LUm048 D/II.

For the largest cylinder used in the experinictits,
D=7.62 cm, the value of the ratio UmIUm 15 0.052.

The maximum value, during the cycle, of the
vertical velocity component is given 'by

WmIU0.38 a/H.

The majority of the experiments were made with a
less than 10 cm. For these cases, Wm/Um is less
than 0.055.

From eq (44) the proportion of time that the sur-
face of the water at one end of the channel is above
or below the undisturbed level is given by

T0T0 328 i-0.254
()3.

T

The graph of this expression is shown in figure 4 and
values from observation are given by circles. For
the observations, there was introduced into tIte
basin at each end a parallel-wire resistance electrode,
the bare parts of the wires 1)eing about 5 cm long
and placed in a horizontal position just touching the

(52)

(55)
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surface of vater at rest. The timo that the electric
current was traversing the electrodes gave the thne
that. tite water surface was above the undisturbed
level, as in figure 5.

a/H

FIGuRE 3. Variation of end deflections with wave height.
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FIGuRE 4. Difference in the durations of the end elevations and
depressions.

FIGURE 5. Time record of the durations of the end defiections.
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5. Dynamometer and Calibrcition
'l'ut' Sk(t (it of t hc (lVIflhll101flPteI 1ìSSelflI)1V is sIiovii

ill flgur (. 'l'ue rgiL 811(1 iiissive base _î for sup-
J)OIi iI1 !)lI rposc's i tii'iiilv UUaeIIc(1 to the st ecl frane
of tue iockiiig miSi TI (ILI'('Ct ly al)OVC the vnt 'r. 'l'lie
dvnanionìet ('r itself consists of a pendulai fiume to
which is at t ached t lie object to be immersed iii water.
a cvliiìder or a rectangular plat e. Tue fra rue is
coustIucte(l of brass angles and is strong enough to
resist torsional and hex ural deformation. Tue pivot
depressions. located at the upper corners of the
fra me, co isist of suni Il 1 ores of i min i n dia ¡net er in
a l)rorize l)ed(iing. The bores are centered about
polished steel conical points emerging from the
Support ing base. At a lower level two dumaluminun1
annular rings of rectangular cross section are clamped
to the frame and lo the base.

'J'iicse rings constitute elastic elements for mneasur-
ing the forces. To indicate the ring deformations
two pairs of strain gages, SR-4, 120 ohms, are glued
to each of the rings, inside and ou tsi(le, a ud at dia-
metrically opposite 1)oiiìts. Tue four strain gage
elements lorm the bridge which is led to a universal
auialvser. The latter is relayed to one of i lic citan-
uds of a two-channel magnetic oseillogiaphi. Tite
second channel is reserved for timing observa (ions.
A similar connection is adopte(l for t lie ot lier ring.
By having four st rain gages on each ring t lic sensi-
tivity is increased and iio corrections ale uiceded for
temperature changes. Two different sets of rings
are used for measuring forces of dilfeieuit ullagni-
tucles. 'l'ue met 110(1 of calibration may he inferred
from tue sketch in figure 7. The sum of t lic forces
on the two rings equals 0.625 times tue load aijplied
to the frame. 'l'ue ring deformations nie exam imied
for loads producing tension and compresoun . The
md cations of tue ring deformations as read from the
oscihlograph record aie ]inear as shown Iii figure 7.
Tite calibrations were repeated before cadi ru ii to

ruiLtd against accidental cliamiges in the straiii-giigetehavior.

FIGuRE 6. Dynamometer assembly (dirnension.s in centimeters).
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FIGURE 8. un example of oscillogroph record of forcs.
Run 82, U,,T/D=15.6.
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6. Record of Forces and the Reduction

An example of I wo oseillogiapli recoids of I lie
forces, one froiti each ri 11g, atid of t he I imit 1g iS si town
in figure. S. Tito nearly sinusoidal I races iclate to
tite forces actini on tite rings; lie others, iii steps,
give the time seq uenee. Tito incidence of Ei te larger
(l.cticct ¡0es indica,t es t lie lime I lint t lie parallel wire
elect rode at the bastii cml x= O was immersed; and
t lie incidence of no deflection indicates lite time that
tite elect iode was out of the water. Tue Point P
w-iicre the greater dcflections appear to continence
gives lite instant that the upsurging wal ir reached
the uitldiSturhe(l level. Thus the point P gives tite
lime t = r, t he valtie of which was computed from
eq (55), 4r= T0- T1, aft er introducing the sclniwave
height of tite wave. This value was transferred to
the record to mark the origin of time, t=O, shown by
tite line AA'. The line BB' indicates tite cuti of the
wave cycle and corresponds to t= T. To establish
tue Correspondence of tue records from tite two rings,
the timing marks appearing at the lower edges of
the records were used.

At the time tite record of the forces was beiuig
taken the wave elevation h1 was read visually
against a paper scale attached to tite end wall of the
i)asin. The water surface was readily (iis(eriiable

Sthrough
the lucite walls of tite basin. Tite niagni-

tude of tite semiwave height a was (ledUc(st from
eq (53), using the observed vahite lt1. Maximum
cutïeilt Lm was deduced from eq (54).

The sum of tite corresponding readings of the
sinusoidal tracings in figure 8 gives tite magnitude of
tite forces acting on the two rings when tite calibration
is applied. Taking moments about tite dynrmom-
eter pivot point., the total force X on tite (vililder is
oblained. This is divided by tite length of the cyl-
inder to give Tite time history of tite reduced
force, F/pU2D, is shown in figure 9.

.6

0.8

p U D

0

-0.8

-L6 0 02 04 0.6 08 0f/T

FIGUREO. An example ola curve of red uced forces on a cylinder.
ituii 82 U,.T/D=1.6.

7. Inertia and the Drag Coefficients of
Cylinders and Plates

(_'oiisideiiiig tite. force ditta in (limensioiulcss foiin,
sucht ils sbiovn in f'iguie 9, tIte coefficients /l

i and i?'
of C(i (34) vere dctelnline(I liv tite method i.utiplivd iii
eq (30) und (31). Tire ticsireI integratines vere
cri cried oit t in the form of sum rentions b giving to
the differential multiplier do tite incremen liii value

O=O.05ir. Tue values of A1 and 131' thus found are
entered in table 5 for tite cylinders and in taule 6 foi
tire pitutes. Tables i and 2 contain the diauuieteis of
the cylinders, or tite width of tite plates, tite values
of tite maximum curreiits and tite water tetijuera-
tures. Next the values of tite inertia coeflicicnt,
C'm, were determined on the basis of eq (30). and the
values of the drag coefficient, G0, on the basis of eq
(31). These results are entered in table 3 for tite
cylinders and in table 4 for the plates. These tables
also contain the Reynolds number UmDiv aiid the
period parameter UmT/D.

Tite inertia coefficient C,,, varies from lite titeo-
retical value 2 as tite diameler of the (vlul(ier is
changed, or vitli a given cylinder as tite maxinuint
current is varied. Similar variations occur in tite
drag coefficient G0, the changes being in the forni
of additions to the value experienced in steady flow.
A correlation between the coefficients and 1(evnohhs
number UmD/v ([0es not appear to exist. Oit tite
other hand, when these coefficients aro related to lite
period tui rameter Um T/Ï), definite and regular de-
pendencies are found. Titis is illustrated in figures
10 and 11 for tite cylindets, and in ligures 12 and 13
for tite l)iates.

T..0 tu 1. C'i1lii lers

17=2.075 "cl

J a

il.

Run I) 1',, 0 Run 1) U

n. cm/soc ° C in. cm!.acc ° 1.
3 30. 2 23.0 «I t 71. 7 11). 02 30.2 22.11

I

t 5M. 7 31)0
3 3 27. 7 23. 1) 12 i is. 3 :10. ;4 3 24. 5 22. 5 13 i 31;. 1) 30. 1)
5 3 21. t 22. 5 14 0. 75 70. 7 30. (1

o :s 19.2 22.1; vs .75 u.s 31.0
7 3 is. s 22 0 itt .75 53.5 30. o
S 3 13.1 23.0 17 .75 45.3 31.0
9 3 tO. 0 23. 0 1.8 . 75 35. t 3f) j)
10 2.5 33.1 21.0 ¿9 .5 73.4 30.0
lt 2. 6 27. 4 24. 0 40 . 5 55. 7 31). 0
12 2. 5 20.7 24.0 41 .5 4.5.0 :1)1.))
13 2.5 13.0 24.0 78 1.75 27.0 27.);
14 2.5 10.3 24.0 79 1.75 21.0 22.))
15 2 41.5 24.0 80 1. 75 17.7 22.))

11; 2 35. 4 24.0 81 1.75 i4.4 220
17 2 27.5 240 82 1.5 28.7 21)5
iS 2 19. t 24. 8 88 1. 5 25. 2 20. 5
19 2 23.5 24.8 84 1.5 21)2 20.5
21) 1.5 53.2 2)1.0 85 1.5 14.6 2(1.5

21 1.5 43.4 20.0 81; 0.5 60,. 4 2E. (t22 1.5 33.4 26.)) 87 .5 54.8 21.1)
23 1.5 25.7 26)1 88 .5 44.6 21.))24 r. .5 rs. 4 2)1.0 88 .5 32.0 21.))25 1.25 62.9 24.0 90 .75 54.0 2.))

255 1.25 54.5 28.0 9t .711 45)1 12.))
27 1.25 43.5 24.0 92 . - .75 46.)) 12.028 1.25 35.7 29.2 93. .75 41.0 12.029 1.25 27.1 29.2

461441---Z,g---_2 431



TABLE 2. PlaIes
(T2.075 n'ci

TABLE 4. PlaIes

432

l'or the e litidcrs, as one passes from tite small
VOJUeS of tite period parameter to the larger values,
the inertia coefficient commences to fall from tue
initial value 2 to a minimum value of 1.00 at
UmTID15 and then gradually increases to a value
of 2.5 nf, UmT/D= 120. Tri regard to time coefflcient
of dr:ig, there is an increase from the initial value
0.9 to mi maximum value 2.5 at UmI'/D=iS ut.nìd then
there is a gradual decrease to the value obtained in
steady flow. It appears that for tite cylinders tite
mu'row region around UmTID 15 is a critical one.

As regards the plates, the course of the variations
of C,,. and C, with the period parameter is of a very
different kind. It will be noticed that 0m first in-
creases. then decreases and finally rises again to a
value of nearly 4.5. The most remarkable behavior,
however, is in regard to O. The coefficient of
drag, starting with an unusually large value, 10,
decreases rapidly at first and then gradually for

Run D U, O Run D U,. 8

in. cm/sec " C in. cm/,c ° C
42 3 14.1 23.0 60 1.5 13.7 24.8
43 3 12.7 23.0 61 1.25 37.0 28.5
41 3 0.8 23.0 62 1.23 20.5 25.5
45. 3 8.0 23.0 63 1.25 22.0 25.5
46 3 6. 4 23. 0 64 1. 25 16. 1 25. 5

47 2.5 18.5 24.0 65 1 41.2 '10.4
45 2.5 15.8 24.0 66 1 31.5 III. 4
40 2, 5 13. 0 24. 0 67.. 1 27. 4 III. 4
Bl 2. 5 10. 3 24. 0 65 1 18. 9 10:4
51 2.5 6.5 24.0 69 0.75 57. 1 10.8

5' 2 21.6 27.0 70 .75 47.1) 30.8
53 2 18.9 27.0 71 75 37.7 30.8
54 2 16. 1 27. 0 72 . 75 27. 4 30. 8
55 2 13. 0 27. 0 73 . 5 72. 4 30.0
543. 2 9. 9 27. 0 74 .5 63. 6 30. 0

57 1.5 30.0 24.8 75 .5 54.0 30.0
58 1.5 25.0 24.8 7&_. .5 45.3 30.0
59 1. 5 18. 9 24. 8 77 . 5 35. 8 30. 0

Run C,. Ca U TJD U,. D/' Run C,, Ca U0 TID U,,.Djp

1 1.11 1.24 0.9 293X10 30 1.66 1.09 18e, 227X10'2 1.44 1.14 8.2 239 II 1.70 1.29 47.11 1853 1.49 1.32 7.6 225 3" .68 1.40 37.0 143
4 1.70 1.13 6.7 190 33 '1. f4 1.49 215.4 114
5 1.88 L. 00 5.7 169 43 1.82 1.10 77.0 167

6 1.05 0.91 5.2 152 35 1.01 1.19 09.5 151
7 2.03 1.23 4.3 125 10 1.03 1.42 18.3 127
8 2.10 1.01 3.1, 106 37 1.04 1.41 411,3 1079 2.14 0.70 2.7 81 38 1.81 1.1(1 41.5 9010 0.74 1.69 10.8 229 39 2.54 1.07 119.9 116

11 1,14 1.01 8.0 189 40 2.35 1.29 9!.8 93II 1.71 1.30 6.8 143 41 2.15 1.42 78,5 7613 2.02 1.15 4.3 110 78 0.52 1.09 12.9 127
14 2.06 1.12 1.4 7! 79 .84 2.118 11.2 311
15 0.72 1.73 17.0 230 80 1.41 2.06 8.3 82

ir .70 1.08 14.5 190 81 1.78 1.75 6.7 07
17 .83 2.18 11.2 152 0" 0.80 2.05 15.0 109
1.8 1.50 1.89 7.8 108 53 .78 2.28 13.7 90
11f 1.10 1.97 11.6 132 81 .87 2.30 11.0 77
20 1.02 1.30 29.0 231 85 1.46 2.18 7.9 56

21 1.02 1.49 2:1.6 188 86 2.52 1.18 109.1 85
22 0.8.5 1.7:1 15.2 14.5 8- 2.13) III 50.5 71
2:1 74 2.15 14.0 112 58 2,32 1.13 72,1) 57
24 .57 2.21 10.6 84 84 2.21, 1.54 53.2 42
25 1.24 1.15 41.1 218 90 1.82 1.28 58.8 83

26 1.27 1.23 35.1, 206 91 1.81 1.38 51.0 76
27 1.41) 1.40 24.)) 152 9' 1.81 1.42 50. 1 71
28 1.26 1.52 23.3 138 93 1.76 1.34 4!. 7 6329 0.87 1.73 17.7 105

Run C,. Ca U,, T/D U,,,DJ Run C,, Cd U,,T/D U,D/'

42 1.04 8.75 3.8 114X10' 60 2.51 5.15 7.5 58X10243 1.74 8.81 3.5 103 61 2.14 3.25 24.2 142
44 1.56 9.711 2.7 80 412 1.07 3.94 19.3 113
43 1.51 10.21 2.2 65 03 1.43 4.09 14.3 84
46 1.35 11.55 1.7 52 64 2.25 4.43 10.5 62

47 2.28 5.50 f5. 1 128 65 2.45 3.13 33.6 131
48 2.12 7.04', 5.2 109 66 2.10 3.55 28.2 110
49 2. 00 8. 01 4. 2 90 67 2. 01 3.68 22. 4 87
50 1.91 8.64 3.4 71 68 1.56 4,3.8 15.4 (II)
51 1.57 11.44 2.1 45 611 3.17 2.43 62.2 138

52 2.22 5.21 8.8 128 70 2.88 2.86 51.2 113
53 2.44 5.48 7.7 1)2 71 2.89 3.06 41. 1 91
14 2. 42 6.31 6. 6 95 72 2. 71 3.36 29. 9 66.55 2.17 7.25 5.3 77 73 4.96 1.81 118.2 114
36 2.16 8.04 4.1 59 74 4.09 2.03 304.0 101

57 0.95 4.11 10.3 127 75 4.00 2.12 58.3 85
58 5. 07 4. 28 13. 0 106 76 3. 58 2. 45 74. 0 72
59 2.08 4.61 10.3 80 77 3.70 2.59 58.6 57

TABLE 3. Cylinders



FIGURE 10. Variation of inertia coefficient cf cylinders.
Diameter (Inches): 3 2.5 2 1.75 1.5 1.25 1 0.75 0.5
Correspondlrsgsynibo]: Q D Q S A U +

TABLE 5. cylinders

25 50 75
UT/ O 00 125
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TABLE 6. Plate8

25 50 75
U,,T/D

FIGuRE 11. Variation of drag coefficient of cjjlinders.
Diameter (Inches): 3 2.5 2 1.75 1.5 1.25 1 0.75 0.5
Corrcspondliig symbol: O D Q S A U +

increasing period parameter. The final value is
almost identical with that found for steady flow. It
is perhaps important to mention that O'Brien
and Morison l7] noted equally large values of drag
coefficients for spheres subjected. to the action of pro-
gressive waves. It will be noted that the larger
values of G are associated wit li the smaller values of
Cm, and the larger values of 0m with the smaller
values of Gd. Because the drag coefficient is large
when UmT/D is small and the várjation of 0m is
relatively moderate, the wave forces on plates are
essen tialiv clue to drag, and the inertia effects play
a small role almost independent of tine period
parameter. .

i u

I i i

-i.

lI

Run A, n; A, 133' A, li U,,.TJD

1 0. so -o. 62 -o. in -0, 04 -a n3 -o. os o. s
(17 -.57 -.110 -.13 -. 1)2 -.00 8.2

3 . . ('7 -. 64) -. (18 . IN) -. Ill -. 04 7. Ii
4 1.20 -,Mi -.03 +. 15 -.111 -.1)3 f. 7
5 1.02 -.51 -.02 .. 01 .00 -.03 5.7
f, 1. S t -. 40 +. 02 . 06 (N) -. 01 .5. 2
7 2.35 -.62 .01 . (2 -.1)1 -.02 4.1
S 2.1(1 -.51 .03 .1-1 +. 01 . 04) 3.1;
9 3.87 -.31 .01 .118 -.02 +02 2.7
10 0. 34 -. 84 -. 19 -. (12 -. 04 -. 08 10, s

II .63 -.80 -.14 -.05 -.04 -.09 8.1)1' 1.25 -.68 -.07 -.02 .00 -.06 6.8
13 2.34 -.58 +. 10 +. 1:1 +. 0) -.01 4.3
14 3.03 -.56 .01 .14 .00 +01 3.41' 0.21 -.96 -.18 .01) -.04 -.05 17.0

10 .24 -.00 -.22 -.01 -.02 -.07 11.5
17 .30 --1.09 -.19 -.05 -.02 -.12 11.2
Is . 1)5 -0. 95 -. 14 -. 04 -.02 -, II 7. 8
19 .57 -.99 -.15 -.06 -.01 -.11 9.6
20 .17 -.65 -.05 .00 -.01 -.03 29.0

21 .21 -.74 -.07 .00 .00 -.04 2.3.6r .23 -.87 -.15 -.05 -.04 -.117 18.2
23 .20 -1.08 -.22 -.04 .00 -.08 -14.0
24 . .41 -1.10 -.20 -.07 .00 -.11 10.6
25 .15 -0.58 .00 +01 .00 -.01 41.1

21, .18 -.112 -.01 .111 .00 -.02 35.6
27 .24 -.73 -.01 .02 .0(1 -.02 28.6
28 . 27 -. 76 -. 04 , Ill) .00 -. 05 23. 3
29 .24 -.87 -.13 -.1(4 -.04 -.07 17.7
30 .14 -.55 +02 +01 .00 -.01 sso
31 .17 -.64 .02 .01 -.01 -.01 47.9
32 .22 -.70 .0) .1,;) .14) -.02 37.1)
33 .27 -. 74 .01 .02 . 00 -. 1)2 - 2i. 4
34 .12 -.55 .03 (II -.111 -.1)1 77.0
35 .11 -.60 .01 .01 -.01 -.01 69.5

31 .14 -.71 .0! .02 .00 -.02 es.:n
37 .16 -.72 .01 .02 -.01 -.01 49.3
38 .22 -.75 .02 .02 .00 -.01 41.5
.39 .10 -.54 .o:n jo (5) -.01 119.14
40 .12 -.6.5 .02 .01 .01) -.01 95.8

41 .14 -.71 .01 .02 .00 -.01 78.5
78 :11 -.99 -.18 -.05 -.01 -.10 12.11
79 .37 -1.04 -.19 -.112 -.03 -.12 11.2
80 .84 -1.03 -.15 -.10 -.01 -.13 8.3
81 1.30 -0.88 -.07 -.10 .00 -.10 6.7
82

- 0. 25 -1. 02 -.22 -,0) -. 04 -. 0') 15.
8:1 .28 -1.14 -.24 -,(II -.01 -.10 13.7
84 .39 -1)S -.23 -.05 -.02 -.14 11.))
85 .91 -1.014 -.15 -.1(4 .00 -.12 7.11
86 .11 -0.59 +03 +01 .00 -.01 1118.1

87 .14 -.15 .02 .0) -.01 -.01 SS. i
88 . 16 -. 72 . 01 .02 -.0) -.01 72. 9
89 .21 -.77 .01 ' .1)-I +. 01 -.1(1 53.2
90 . 15 -, (',4 .1)2 . 0! . 00 -.0! ¡18.1
91 .17 -.69 .02 .01 .00 -.01 54.0

02 - .18 -.71 .02 .02 .00 .00 51).!
--93 .10 -.77 .02 .02 .00 -.01 44.7

Run A, n; A Ï3 A, 1J U...T/D

2. 50 -4. 38 0. 58 0. 5(1 (1. 1)! -1), lIS 3. 8
4:1 2.414 -4.41 .58 47 .01 .1l 3.5
41 2.8(1 -4. SM .47 .40 -lU -. 18 2.7
45 3.42 -5.1) .13 .45 -II) -.7 2.2
411 3.83 -5.77 .43 .48 -.02 -. IO 1.7

47
- 1.81. -2.75 .37 .58 -.08 -.0:1 f1!

45 2. 03 -3. 13 . 45 . 59 -, 04 -.1)2 5. 2
4)1 2.32 -4.))) .5:1 f14 -.112 -.1)2 4.2
50 2.8! -4.32 .1,8 .52 +. 07 -.0)1 3.4
5! 3.63 -2.72 .1,1 .55 .01 -l'I 2.1

52 1.24 -2.11 .35 .42 -.05 +. 02 8.8
53 1.56 -2.74 .3! .49 -.11(1 -.01 7.7
54 1. 81 -3. 16 . 38 . 5(5 -.05 -. 02 6. 6
55 2.01 -3.6.3 .45 .54 -.01 -.1)3 5.3
50 2. 03 -4. 02 . 66 . 110 . 00 -.01 4. 1

57 0.29 -2.05 .29 .33 +. 02 +. 07 11.3
5') .39 -2.14 .30 .3) .00 .11:1 13.11
51) 1. 00 -2.31 . 2(4 . 43 -. 08 . 1K) 10. 3
60 1. 66 -2. 58 . 30 . 54 -. 07 -. 04 7. 5
6! 0.44 -1.62 .11 .18 -.05 -.02 24.2

.27 -1.97 IN 19 +02 +07 19.3
63 . 49 -2.114 . II . :10 -, 02 . 0-1 14.3
'.4 1.05 -2.22 :11) .4.5 -.01. -.0) 10.5
(15 0.36 -1.51', . 08 . 13 -. 0.5 -. 01 33. 6
61 .37 -1.77 .09 .16 -.04 -:01 28.2

67 .44 -1,84 16 .19 -.02 +1)3 22.4
68 .50 -2.19 .32 .38 -.01 .0(3 15.4

1.5 .25 -1.21 .05 .05 -.02 -.04 112,2
70 .28 -1.43 .06 .08 -.0:) -.04 51.2
71 .35 -1.53 .08 .11 -.04 -.04 41.1

72 .45 -1.68 .1) .13 -.03 -.01 29.9
7:) .21 -0. 91 .01. .03 -.01 -. 03 118. 2
74 .19 -1.01 .06 .03 -.01 -.03 104.0
711 .22 -1.16 .05 .05 -.02 -.03 88.3
76 . 24 -1. 22 . 05 . 05 -.02 -. 02 74. 0

77 .31- -1.29 .07 .06 -.03 -.03 58.6

lOO 125
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FIGURE 12. lariaiion cf inertia coefficient of plates.
DIin,,ter (lbe1ie: 3 2.5 2 1.5 1.25 1 0.75 0.5
Corrcspondi,,g symbol: Q D A +

lOO 125
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Flo CRE 13. Variation of drag cocfficie7lt of plaies.
Diameter (Indies); 3 2.5 2 1.5 1.25 1 0.75 0.5
Corresponding symbol: O D A +

8. Variations of the Remainder Function
and Cm and C During the Wave Cycle

The values of G,,, and C' given in tables 3 and 4 are
average values for the entire wave cycle, and in some
cases local va]ties may differ from . the average.
Where 111e inertia and drag coefficients, C,,, and Cd,
each have the same constant value at all phases of the
wave cycle, eq (24) sliouhl suffice to (lescribe ade-
quai clv the magnitude of the forces at evcr- phase.
(in the other band, should Gm and Gd vari- with the
different, phases, the forces arc better represenied by
eq (34a). Tue variations in C,,, and Gd should lenti
to the remainder force functioii all. The examples
of the remainder function R are given in figures
14 and 15 where R is the difference between
J1/pUD_A1 sin O and B cos O cos Olin conformity
with eq (34). Once a curve of iR as a function of O
is obtained, its structure in Fourier components may
be considered and the coefficients A3, A5 ..., and
B. J3 may be obtained. These determinations
are given in tables 5 and 6 and in figures 16, 17, 18,
and 19.

Now for the determinations of the local values of
C,,, and C, two methods are available. Tile first
gives the point, values of the coefficients in a wave
cycle as determined from the observed values of
F/pU,D, using eq (24). Two sets of evaluations
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FIGuRE 14. Evaluation of reniainder force l? for a cylinder.

Run 82. U,,,T/Di5.6.
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FIGURE 17. Variation of coefficients of the remainder force cf
plates.

DIameter (Inches): 3 2.5 2 1.5 1.25 1 0.75 0.5
Corresponding symbol: Q D A U +
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FIGURE 18. Variation of coefficients of the remainder force of
cylinders.
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FIGURE 19. Variation of coefficients of ¿he remainder force cf
plates.

Diameter (inches): 3 2.5 2 1.5 1.25 1 0.75 0.5
Corresponding symbol: Q D A U +

vere made, the basic suppositions being as follows:
It was assumed in the first evaluation that for
Oi=42+a and 02=sr/2-a, where a is an angle ]ess
thaii ir/2, the coefficients 6'm and Gd each have equal
values, silice these are the phases where tise accelera-
tions, du/dt, are equal, and tise currents u, are equal
in absolute value although of opposing signs. This
is t-rue also for Oz=3ir/2+a und 82=37r/2-a. In
tile second evaluation, it was assumed that for
O=ir+fl and O=ir-ß, where ß is an angle less than ir,
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I Ile coefficients ( I II.Ii(l (J cadi llave e1 lilt! values,
Since these are t lie jihases vlI('re thin cii it'eiits, U, 11.tC
eq aal and tite ii íceleratiouis, dv/df, a in equtal in
a.i)solute value, although of O)OSirlg signs. Also
silice we kllov tue values of tile co('hlicicIIts ./11, .113,
115 lind B, J?, tile (hives of (Ç 11(1 (.L as
function of O 11LIl' l)( obtained by 115111g eq (28) arid
( 29). The hIlt (1' IS I Ile s('(OIl(l 1n(.tlI()(I lI TIPI S inatbe-
matically equivalent to tue assuinptiotis nuide above.

1.ii. tise cvi i I 1( h'i i I 1a t lu' agi eeuu' i i t i a' t soetì tite
Ol)SPIVe(l 11,11(1 t'oiiìpittecl force is SatiSfa,ctoI'v \vlLell
LT,5 T/1) is sntlI , l'ue COflSl)I I t iition W11.S i iIi SNI On
(24), ilttIo(Iuciilg the v.liies of Cm íl,111 (],j 110111 tl1(
tables. Figure 20 illuistrites this agt'(('lncuIt. Tite
local values of (I+l(0) 1111(1 Gd(0) for tisis (.'1iS(' aie sitown
ill figure 21. TIte ui-st determinai tolls discussed
above arc shovii liv circles ì.iid squares, wlwreas the
curves are (letermilted by the second iiii'tltod. It is
SPell tiult G,, (0) is in(lcpendent of tlici phitse t/T nudi
that tite cocllici('nt Gd(0) is constant p.x('('I)t in short
ranges of tIte pitases t/T=O.25 and 1)75. This is
expected, foi' :p.t I liese i)11115t'S tue cTiri-ui t u vanisltes.
Tue values of G,, ant Gd (Ieterminc(l by eq (30) and
(3 i ) a-i-e giveui ill tite caption.

The egrecliteilt between the ol)sc1.v('d II-lsd corn-
1)uted f()L'C(S is- i.lso s:i,t isfa.ctory vitei p thìe period
¡)1ì l:iflicter is lsii'ge. This is illustra t l iii ligure 22.
Tite local vi.IiL's of the coerncients for t-Isis case are
sliovii iii figiii'e 23. here agil-in, nlloviuig small devi-
:1 t jolis, G,,, (0) js pi- et icll.lIy ili(l(l)C1)(lCI1 t (If tite phase
t/T a-lId (hih1t'ls V('L'/' little from tite va lue given in
table 3. On t lic other hnll(l, consideia.hlc variations
1uIe oh)taine(l I i' leui tite observe(1 :1.1 Id conlpute(I
vi.ites of tite fUIC('S Ill those cases svilere the period
pa-l'il-Inc tC'r is lil'IP I ( ,,, T/D== i :5, as sitovii i ii figure 24.
'l'hp lO(5l \II Jill'S of tu., (OPuhi(ielìts foi this ('ase are
shiovn iii figii l'I' 2? (1,,,(0) vn,ii's consi(krIlbiy
vi t ii t.hi,e pl ci 5( 1/ 'I. t I te s,ni lier vii-1 iii's occurring at

ti T=O,O, 0,50. a ial i , a ial tise hi.i'gcr vIl.IlIes at
i/T=O.25 nial 0.75. Also, (Id(0) al)p('ii.i'S to be con-
siderahly itUgiìicui ted u t tite jiusses \vltcl' lie velocity
u. vanishes, hast is, at t/T=Ù.25 aiid 0.75. The ex-
a-tapie shiovii is lVpi('Il.I for all the cases where
UTAT/D is its tite neighborhood of UmT/D=15. Iii
tise example Sll()\111 ifl figure 25, Gm(0) shows large
negative valsies at the point-s t/T=0, 0.5. a-nd 1.0.
Tite signilicaiice of this is not clear. It is believed,
however, that, tise presence of negative valises is not
related altogether to the observational IILCtILO(lS that
were used.

For the plates devint-ions were always fouiid be-
tween tise observed va-lues of tise foi-ces auch the values
computed on tise basis of eq (24). An example is
givels in figure 2G. Tise local Vailles of Cm(0) and
Gd(0) foi- this case a-re shown in figure 27.
An additional example is given in figure 28. What
is shown iii these ligures is typical l'or all tise runs
made with tue plates. Tise coefficient (],,,(0) under-
goes considerable variation in value for va.rviusg t/T,
tile greater va-lues occurring at t/T=0, 0.5, and 1.0
0.15(1 tise lesser values at t/T=0.25 and 0.75. Furt-her-
jnore, tise increase iii Gd(0) at the points t/T=0.25
and 0.75 is very decided. -
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FIGURE 20. Comparison of measured and computed forces on a

cylinder.
Run 9, U,,. T/D=3.O.
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FIGURE 22. C'omparison of measured and computed forces on a
cylinder.Run 93, U.T/D=44.7,

I/i
FIGURE 21. An example of variation of the inertia and drag

coefficients of a cylinder during a wave cycle.
Run 9, U.,. T/D.=3.O, C,,.='2J4, Cd.=O.70.
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FIGURE 23. An example of variation of the inertia and drag
coefficients of a cylinder during a wave cycle.

Run 93, U.T/D=44.7, C,,.1.76, Ca=l.54.

FIGURE 24. Comparison of measured and computed forces on a
cylinder.

Run 82, U,,,T/D=15.6.
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FIGURE 25. An example of variation of the inertia and drag

coefficients of a cylinder during a wave cycle.
Run 82, U,,T/DI5.6, C.=O8O, Cd=2.03.,C=.3

For the cylinder data, as long as the period parame-
ter is sufficiently small, or sufficiently large, the forces
may he computed on the basis of eq (24); the re-
mainder function, AR, is small. For period parame-
tei-s in the neighborhood of the critical value,
UmT/D=15, the representation of forces is more
cxa('t using eq (34a); the remainder, function is of
significance. For the plate data thé remainder may
iiot be disregarded, in particular when the period
parameter is small.
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FIGURE 26. Comparison of measured and computed forces on a
plate.

Run 54, tI,. T/D=6.6.
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FIGURE 27. An example of variation of the inertia and drag
coefficients of a plate during a wave cycle.

Run M, U,,.TJD=6.6, C2.42, Ca6.31.
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9. FLow Pattern Around Cylinders and Plates

'['iLt) ílo%v patterns IU'OUflhl fiLe (y!in(1PIi :1.11(1 plates
for \rying vailLes o ('m TI!) vere CX1 in i Ile(L, because
they iiin.y have liad a b(HruIg oli the flLt; tlint the
tJ11tlt)(I of forces duiiiig n, cycle is sign iuieaiitly ntFcctcd
by L1L) period ptran1e (I1. Tue flow plÌtt(In was
ViS)I;)ily exarn.iIle(I by i n trod ticing a 1ef 01 colored
liIItfl(1 On one side of the immersed ohjcct. The
(lTSI)()Siti)fl of the liquid close to the object during
(lIC cyclic notion \V)1S recorded by a still e(1.IÌIera and
also by a motion-picture camera. Seine of these
pic(tIrei ale shown in figures 29 and :o.

Fig)IrC 29, a aruci h, 'vere t(Lken wiUi the 3-inch
cylin(l.er, the first corr'sponding to U,, T/I)=4, the
SeCOTI(.E t.o a larger value UmT/D= J O. When the
period pfILmeter is small there is no separation of
flow; the liquid near the cylinder clings to the cylin-
der, and the partitioning of flow from above and
below is symmetrical. It will be rememberec] that at
low period parameter the inertia coethrient is about
equaL to the theoreticalvalue 2, andding is negligible.
As UmTID jS increased there is sepraiion of flow at
the top surface of tite cylinder during the relatively
longet' time that the flow continues in one direction.
A1Lh0t1211. not visible in the picture, soriìewhat later,
hUt J)J)Ot to tite rCVCI'S)il of current, liquid corning
:LIoiuid the cylinder frniii below moves upward an(I,
aitlinugli tinrisforming into an eddy, remains close
to f he cylilRler.

1'iguire 29, c, illustrates the flow pattern for
U,,T/D=17 with tIte 2-inch cyliri(ler. Note the
complete separation at the upper surface of the
cylinder with the following flow arrnind the lower
swface directed upward with the subsequent eddy
foi-mation.

A completely different picture is o1) ainc.d for large
period parameter, as shown in figure 29, cl, taken
with tue -inch cylinder, UrnTID= O. Here one
is confronted with tise regular Karnian vortices.
Tise e(kuies are separated alternately from above
and below.

With plates the flow patterns are decidedly
different, especially for small period parameter.
Figure 30, a and b, show the 3-inch plate, the first
corresponding to Um.17D=1, the second to a larger
value, UmT/D=4. Eddies are formed almost siniul-
tniìcously at tIse upper and lower edges of the plates.
For tise smaller value of UmT/D the eddies are
apparently concentrated nearer the edges of the
plate. Perhaps the large values of the drag coeffi-
cien t for small period parameter are associated with
the behavior of tise eddies in this case, but the qucs-
tioji is left open for another occasion.

Figure 30, e, illustrates the flow pattern for
UmT/D15 with the U-inch plate. ITere the eddy
formation is no longer symmetrical, tite separation
occurring first at the upper edge of tise plate followed
by an eddy formed at tise lower edge, remaining close
to the plate.

Again the Karman vortices are obtained for large
period parameter as shown in figure 30d taken with
the s-inch plate, Um? 7D= 110.
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t /1

FIGURE 28. An example of variation of the inertid and drag
coefficients of a plate during a wave cycle.

Run 69, U.,.T/D=62.2, C,,.3.17, Cd2.43.
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F1juRE 29. Flow paileras around eylinders.
(.') 1)=3 in., U,,T/D4; (B) D=3 in., J,TlJ)=1O:
(C) D=2 in., U T/D=fl; (D) L)=Ø.5 in., V,,,T/D= 110.

FIGURE 30. Flow patterns around piafes.
(A) D=31n., U,T/D=1; (B) D=3in., U,T/D4;
(C) D=].5 in., LT,,,TÌD=J3 (D) .D=0.5 in., U,,T/D=IIo,



Fi i; ;ui: 29. fInir /i'I/:rlw ii,o,,,,,/ uij(/,,Ii'i.
(\) /:i i,., U,,Tfl=I; (11) D=:i i,,.. (j,.(C) J)2 iii., C,, ij1=J:; W) bij.5 i,,.. C, Ï/I)iiu.

ui 30. Flow pnIicru u,'onjI p(nte..
C') b=:3 In.. U,,TfD1'; (F.0 D.J Iii.,
(C) J)=I,3 in., U,,T/D=i5 (D) J)=U.5 in., U,,,7711=iio,
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Tite eddy ti ppeariuìecs discussed a boye suggest tite
following jut erpretat ion as to the physical meaning
of (Ç, T/.I). 1f Oui' deli ties IL I('ulgt.Ii, i, CS the distance
that a fluid part ich' would niove iii one cl irect ion in
tite absence of the cylinder, 1 Um l'j'lr. 'l'lius,

U,T in

D ?i'
tiuid accordingly (lie period parameter is proport buia!
to tite rat io of tite dist alice t raverscd by a particle
during a half cycle to the diameter of the cylinder.
When Lite period parameter equals 1 5. lID is 4.8.
i'erlìaps when U,477D is smaller t liait 15. the distance
traveled by a. particle is not large cutougit to form
complete eddies. When it equals 15. the distance
suffices to form a. single eddy, and vlieii niucli larger
tlìan 15 the greater distances allow the formation of
numerous vortices of the Karman vortex street..
One can hard lv refrain from pointing to tite similarity
between tite period parameter and tite Stroulial
number, and as suggested l)V ?IcNown and Keulegtuì
[is], the product of Strouluil and period parameter
numbers furnishes ari alternate parameter its service-
able as the period parameter number. 1f 'S he the
duration for the shedding of a single eddy, titen tite
Strouhal number fD/U=S may be written as
D/(2TU) =S, since tite number of alternative eddies
shed during a second is 2f and 2f]', equals i second.
one may suppose that tite relation is satisfied
approximately also for sinusoidal mot ions, provided
U is replaced by Um!2. Hence, tite Stroulial number
for sinusoidal motion is D/(UmTs) =S.

'iIuitiply the two sides by the wave parameter
number UmT/D,

T8UmT
T3 D

For cylinders, ignoring the dependence of S on tite
Reynolds number,

T/T_O9T

As noted previously for tite cylinders, (Ç,, attains its
least value, slightly less than unity, at about
U,,,T/D= 12.5. 'I'liis corresponds to tite condition
that T/.T3=2, nearly, and suggests that iluring a luaif
cycle, that is, dining a complete motion of fluid
particle in one direction, a single edd is formed and
is separated (see also the figure 29, b). Obviously,
tite process of eddy shedding lias a very significant
bearing on tite variations of tite so-called coefficients
of mass and drag, and account needs to he taken of
this in the theoretical formulation of the basic
process.

10. Maximum Force During a Wave Cycle
In engineering applications tite main interest is iii

the magnitude of tite maximum force experienced
(luring a wave cycle. If tite remainder function is
neglected, the expression

F/pU,,D=Ai sin O+BIcos Olcos O
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instead of t lie eq (24). may be utilized to evaluate
t lie maximum force 1',,, and also its pitase. 1f tite
lìiaximnutn force F'm/pU,,D occurs at 0=0,,,, tite pitase
may be defined as

c1= irO,,,.

'['lie maximum value of tite computed force is given
by

pUD1' 51fl 0m+B!COS OmICOS 0m,

where 0m satisfies the relation

À1+2B Sjfl 0m0, or sin Ill
for

As the coefficients A1 and B's' are functions of UmT!D
only, then Fm/pU,,D and both are functions of
U,,,T/D. For greater accuracy, the remainder
function R must be considered, but then the
evaluations become somewhat involved. If these
evaluations are made. the maximum force and phase
nue again functions of tite period parameter.

An alternative procedure is tite direct establish-
meut of the maximum force and phase by merely
taking these quantities from the reduced force
curves of titis investigation. Such readings for the
cylinders are given in figure 31 and for tite plates in
figure 32.
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FIGURE 31. Variations of the niagnilude and phase
maximum force on cylinders.
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Pian,eter (inches): 3 2.5 2 1.75 1.5 1.25 1 0.75 0.5
Corresponding symbol: O A D Q £ +
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FIGURE 32. Variations of the magnitude and phase of the
maximum force on plates.

Diameter (inches): 3 2.5 2 1.5 1.25 1 0.75 0.5
Corresponding symbol: O D A

TABLE 7. Cylinders

TABLE 8. Plates

WASHINGTON, December 2, 1957.
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l'or reference purposcs, the data of the curves is
given in tables 7 and 8, and can he used directly.
In n future communication the forces on cylinders
held in vertical positions will be computed on the
basis of lime data in these tables and will be coin-
pared with the laboratory observations already
completed as a matter of concrete illustration.

The authors gratefully a,ei nowi edge the suggestions
of G. B. Schubauer, the vnluable and extensive en-
deavors of J. W. Lovry. a former colleague, in care-
fully exanhilling the force records and preparing the
corresponding charts and the. diligence and resource-
fulness of Victor Brame iii carrying out the experi-
ments.
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U...T/D
F,. ,,

(degrees) U..TJD
F,,

(degrees)ptJD pUD

2.5 4.00 82.0 12.5 1.28 -S.S
3.0 3.45 SI. 2 15.0 1. is -e. o
2. 5 3. 02 80. 8 17. 5 1.1)3 -5. 0
4.0 2.1)5 80.0 20.0 0.93 -3.0
4.5 2.34 79.0 25.0 .80 1.0

5.0 2.10 78.0 30.0 .73 4.0
5.5 1.83 7)1.6 35.0 .70 (1.5
6.0 1.110 75.0 40.0 .68 8.0
6. 5 1. 42 72. 5 50. 0 . 6G S. O
7. 0 1. 30 65.0 (10. 0 . 65 8. 0

7.5 1.20 30.0 70.0 .63 8.3
8.0 m. 20 5.0 811.1) 1:1 8.7
i. I) 1. 25 -3. 0 90.0 . (12 S. 9

10.0 1.28 -6.0 100.0 .67 0.0

U,.T/D
F,.

(degrees) U,,T/D
F,.

(degrees)'7 pUD

2. 0 - 6.50 24.0 10.0 2. 71 34. 9
2. 5 6.00 25. 6 12. 5 2. 44 32. 0
:m.o .5. 55 27.0 15.0 2. 25 28. 5
3.5 5.20 28.2 17.5 2.10 2)1.0
4.0 4.85 29.5 21).0 1.96 23.5

4.5 4.55 30.8 25.0 1.76 18.3
.5.0 4.30 32.0 30.0 1.93 13.6
5.5 4.05 33.0 3.5.0 1.53 11.1
6.0 3. 82 33. 6 40.0 1. 45 9. 7
7.0 8. 43 34. 0 50. 0 5. 33 8.9

8.0 3.10 35.5 60.0 1.25 8.7
9.0 2.86 35.5 70.0 1.18 9.0

80.0 1.11 9.5
90.0 1.1)6 10.1

100.0 1.02 10.8


